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In–duct measurements: Eduction of liner impedance

changes with the flow and also with the sound pressure level (SPL). Thus the flow effect is included both into
the boundary condition (5) and into the impedance Z.

In the academic world, it has been proved that this description can leads to some profound consistency
problems [5, 6] and to a disagreement with in-flow measurements [7, 8]. There have been attempts to solve this
inconstancy. To that end, some studies relax the assumption of potential flow and use a shear velocity profile
[9, 10].

The general idea in the study of the Myers or the modified Myers conditions is to let the thickness of the
boundary layer approach zero. This approach solves some of the problems that arise in the “ Ingard-Myers +
impedance ” approach, but not all problems. Especially, the experimental results shows that, even if we consider
the shear flow effects and the viscosity effects, the impedances computed for an acoustical wave going in the
flow direction and in the direction opposite to the flow are different. This disagreement leads to the question of
the actual meaning of an impedance with the flux.

To go from a local description of the phenomena to the far field description, we have seen that a process
of homogenization is used without flow. In the flow case, such a rigorous approach has never been made.
The equations governing the propagation of sound in a shear flow are much more complex than the Helmholtz
equation used in the case without flow. In particular, they involve an infinite number of hydrodynamic modes
convected with the flow velocity (which goes from 0 to the maximum value). There at least 3 different small
numbers in the shear flow problem: ε1 = l/λ, ε2 = δ/λ where δ is the thickness of the mean flow boundary
layer and ε3 = λh/λ where λh is the wavelength of the hydrodynamics modes. Those three small parameter
can have the same order of magnitude and in the homogenization process all those contributions has to be taken
into account.

It is only at the end of this mathematical process that the question of the existence or not of a simple
description (like in the “Ingard-Myers + impedance” approach) will have an answer and that the understanding
of impedance with flow will be complete. And so, we can say that, for now, the notion of impedance with
flow is not a well-established concept.
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